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Hump day volatility in prospect 

Financial market sentiment deteriorated towards the end of the last week, and this continued on Friday. Share markets 
on both side of the Atlantic finished in the red, with the exception of the tech-heavy US NASDAQ. Global bond yields were 
lower, particularly in Europe (10-year German bund -9bps to -0.34%) amid a tick-up in risk aversion indicators like the VIX 
index. In currencies, the safe-haven USD and JPY outperformed, with NZD/USD slipping 40 pips to 0.7000. 

Unsettling investors on Friday was news that Austria will enter a nationwide lockdown tonight, as surging COVID cases 
threaten the country’s health system. Many countries in European are implementing, or threatening to implement (e.g. 
Germany), new restrictions. Austria will also become the first country to make vaccination compulsory, with the Chancellor 
noting “raising the vaccination rate is the only way to break this vicious cycle”. The EUR/USD dropped around a cent.  

Friday’s other key piece of news was the suggestions from Fed officials (Bullard last week and Clarida and Waller on Friday) 
that the tapering process could be sped-up, amid surging US inflation. It sounds like this will be discussed at the December 
FOMC meeting. While not unexpected, the news helped steady front-end US bond yields late in the Friday session.  

FX wrap & outlook: Local swap rates continued their relentless rise last week, up 5-15bps across the curve. This 
underscored another set of fresh multi-year highs in NZ dollar interest rate differentials, which saw the NZD hold up better 
than most over the week (3rd on weekly FX performance rankings). This is a theme we’ve been highlighting for some time 
and it promises to remain in play given the approaching RBNZ meeting (see below). Our CBA colleagues raised their 
NZD/USD forecasts on Friday (see here).  

Day ahead: Another slow start to the week is in prospect with a smattering of 2nd tier US data the only data of any note.  

Week Ahead: The global spike in inflation and, more importantly, central banks’ response to it remain the overwhelming 
drivers of financial markets. This week we’ve got a number of important events that will further shape this dynamic. 
Members of the US FOMC have been walking back their dovish rhetoric in recent weeks and the FOMC’s November 
meeting minutes (Thursday) will be scoured for clues on whether/when the Fed could speed up the pace of tapering. 
Thursday night’s PCE deflator (the Fed’s favourite inflation measure) is expected to show annual inflation hitting 5% - the 
highest since 1990.  

Here in NZ, the showstopper will be the RBNZ meeting on Wednesday afternoon. There’s always heighted potential for 
market volatility around these meetings but this is particularly the case this time given the interest rate decision (+25bps or 
+50bps) is very finely balanced. Markets have priced just shy of a 50% chance of +50bps so will be wrong regardless. Once 
the dust settles, we suspect the lasting market reaction will be determined by how much the Bank lifts its long-term OCR 
forecasts. The Bank had a peak OCR projected at 2.1% in August, we could see something 2.5% or higher this time around 
(full preview here). Markets are now pricing a terminal OCR north of 3%.  

Data-wise it’s a quiet week with a contrasting set of antipodean retail sales figures the only offering of particular note. In 
NZ, we’re expecting a 13-15% plunge in Q3 retail volumes thanks to the return of lockdown restrictions imposed in the 
quarter. Across the Tasman, our friends at CBA expect a strong +3.5% mom print for the October month thanks to easing 
restrictions. Author: mike.jones@asb.co.nz  

 
 

Currencies Currencies Commodities Equities

NZD/USD 0.7010 -0.3% NZD/SEK 6.262 0.3% NZX WMP 4195.0 0.7% Dow 35602 -0.7%

NZD/AUD 0.9676 0.1% NZD/DKK 4.614 0.3% Gold $/o 1845.7 -0.7% S&P 500 4698 -0.1%

NZD/EUR 0.6211 0.4% NZD/THB 23.0 0.2% WTI Oil $/b 76.1 -3.7% NASDAQ 16057 0.4%

NZD/JPY 79.93 -0.5% AUD/USD 0.7245 -0.4% Money Market (%) FTSE 7224 -0.4%

NZD/GBP 0.5212 0.1% EUR/USD 1.130 -0.7% 90 Day BB 0.91 0.00 CAC-40 7112 -0.4%

NZD/CAD 0.8848 -0.2% USD/JPY 114.0 -0.2% OCR 0.50 0.00 DAX 16160 -0.4%

NZD/CHF 0.6501 -0.1% 10 Yr Bond Yields (%) ASB Swap Rates (%) H.Seng 25050 -1.1%

NZD/HKD 5.448 -0.5% NZ 2.61 -0.01 1yr 1.81 0.01 Nikkei 29746 0.5%

NZD/SGD 0.9555 0.2% US 1.55 -0.04 2yr 2.45 0.02 ASX200 7397 0.2%

NZD/CNH 4.479 0.3% Aust 1.82 0.01 5yr 2.82 0.04 NZX50 12740 0.0%

https://www.commbankresearch.com.au/s/login/?startURL=%2Fapex%2FResearchArticleViewV2%3Fid%3Da0N4y00000lj8xyEAA
https://www.asb.co.nz/content/dam/asb/documents/reports/economic-note/rbnz-preview-nov21.pdf
mailto:mike.jones@asb.co.nz
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      Important Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or needs. 
Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard to your 
objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the 
information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as to accuracy, 
reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this document are subject 
to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are 
under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. Neither ASB nor any person involved in the 
preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to contingencies 
and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant that any of these 
valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.  
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